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NC machine carves an antenna mold 
Effective use of a computer timesharing service holds down 
the cost of the complex part-thousands of points in the 
cutter path were derived directly from the design equations 
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How d o  you machine a complex. com- annealed metal screen or  honeycomb. tedious approximations on  wooden or 
pound-curved mold for a radar an- Then the shape is preserved as the plaster mockups Instead, engineers de- 
tenna-and d o  it a t  a reasonable cost- metal becomes a layer in a fiberglass- vised a method that merges computer- 
using a standard point-to-point N C  and-epoxy sandwich..Both the vacuum- aided design with computer-aided N C  
milling machine? The elongated dome forming and the fiberglass-layup proce- programming and exploits some of the 
shape of the mold, derived from the dures use the same external mold. capabilities of the timeshared computer 
laws of optics and the conservation of AIL could have spent weeks making service at the same time. 
energy, doesn't contain a single straight 
line o r  circular arc. When a surface is 
defined by a multifactor exponential 
equation, it's difficult enough to repre- 
sent in an ordinary engineering draw- 
ing. It's even harder to generate a re- 
liable N C  tape. 

To  accomplish the job. AIL, a Cutler- 
Hammer division located in Deer Park, 
N.Y., combined some original thinking 
with the flexibility of a computer time- 
sharing network to come u p  with a 
unique solution. AIL develops aircraft 
navigation and reconnaissance systems 
for customers that include the Federal 
Aviation Administration, three of the 
U.S. armed forces, and the Swedish Air 
Force. The  company purchases com- 
puter time pn General Electric's tele- 
processing network-accessed through 
six desk-side terminals-for a variety of 
da ta -management  a n d  engineering 
work including the preparation of con- -- 
trol tapes for eight of its NC machines. 

Reflecting-type radar antennas, re- 
quired for some of AIL'S aircraft sys- 
tems. must be manufactured to ex- 
tremely close tolerances. The reflector is 
usually vacuum formed from a sheet of 



NC machine carves an antenna mold 

Horst Miersch (left) and Steve Pruitl 
collaborate on details of mold design 

Printout of NC program is checked After machining on the Burgmaster. 
out by Pruitt. Terminal is tied mold will be ground by hand to smooth 
into timesharing network by phone line off the cusps, then hand-polished 

The company's antenna-development of AIL's manufacturing operations de- 
engineer, Horst Miersch. was consid- partment and Supervisor Richard S. 
ering the unwelcome production al- Pruitt. It was Pruitt's job to convert the 
ternatives for his latest antenna concept thousands of three-dimensional coordi- 
when he decided to try an uncon- 
ventional process that bypasses much of 
the time-consuming hand labor at both 
the design and production stages of the 
job. The process included the trans- 
lation of the design equations for the 
antenna reflector surface into a cutter 
path, enabling the reflector mold to be 
carved out of solid aluminum by a 
three-axis NC milling machine. 

The shape of the reflector was ob- 
tained by an iterative mathematical so- 
lution based on geometrical optics, the 
conservation of  energy, and differential 
geometry. Miersch used the engineering 
FORTRAN language-and the time- 
shared c o m p u t e r ~ t o ~ c o m p u t e  the solu- 
tion of the design equation at  well over 
2000 points on one quadrant of  the 
theoretical surface. Then the data, rep- 
r e s e n t i n g  m o r e  t h a n  9000  X - Y - Z  
coordinates, was stored in the files of 
the timesharing network. 

Next. the responsibility for producing 
the mold passed to the methods sectioir 

nates into production tapes for his N C  
milling machine. 

Calling up the data file, Pruitt first 
checked each row of points for gross er- 
rors-detail work that is practical only 
with a system having immediate re- 
sponse. Then, using GE's NCPPL (NC 
Parts-Programming Language) and a 
pos tprocess ing  p r o g r a m  p r e p a r e d  
jointly by AIL and GE, the EIA-coded 
control tapes were generated for AIL's 
milling machine. a Burgmaster Model 
25 BHTL-SH controlled by a Cutler- 
Himmer  903 point-to-point N C  system. 

Data fills 16 files 
The control tapes-there were sixteen 

of them, each 125 ft long-required 16 
data files on the timesharing network. 
"That's a lot of data just to produce a 2 
x 4-ft mold." Pruitt admits. Besides the 
locations of more than 9000 coordinates 
on a 0.4-in. grid, the files and post- 
processor stored information about the 
Burgmaster and its control system, the 

cutting tool, and the rough workpiece. 
And. in addition to all this data, the 

punched tapes contained the necessary 
statements regarding spindle speeds, 
f e e d r a t e s ,  a n d  t o o l  c h a n g e s .  T h e  
amount of N C  programming was not as 
great as one might guess. Eight of the 
tapes were for roughing, eight were for 
finishing, and any two of  the tapes 
could define a quadrant of  the mold. 
Redundancy of information, like the 
solving of polynomial equations, is eas- 
ily handled by the computer without er- 
ror or fatigue. 

Aluminum billets of alloy 6061-T6 
(chosen for its stability during machin- 
ing) were welded together to fashion the 
workpiece, which was hollow to save on  
material and dead weight. With the 
shell-shaped workpiece clamped to the 
machine table and a I-in.-dia ball end 
mill.in the spindle, the roughing tapes 
were ready to be run. 

The first eight tapes directed the tool 
to make more than 9000 plunge cuts 
with a maximum depth of about 3 in. 
Then the set of finishing tapes con- 
trolled the removal of the remaining 
0.100-in. envelope of material. The re- 
sult was a curved surface with the ap- 
pearance of a giant honeycomb. 

The operations leading to completion 
of the reflector mold included painting 
the entire surface with blue die and 
grinding to remove the cusps between 
the thousands of dimples. Hand grind- 
ing was continued until the blue in the 
depressions just began to be worn away. 
Then the whole mold surface was hand- 
polished to a finish of about 20 to 30 
microinches. 

Better accuracy than hand work 
Engineer Miersch says, "We achieved 

more accuracy than we ever could have 
with the only other method available to 
us for this compound-curved mold- 
hand work." According to AIL, the 
start-to-finish cost of producing the ra- 
dar-antenna mold was about $600, in- 
cluding the mathematical calculations 
on the timesharing network, data stor- 
age, and use of the program library. 

"It just couldn't be done for twiqe the 
time or  cost any other way." Steve 
Pruitt says. "The computer calc7llated 
the coordinates with complete precision 
so that we ended up with thousands of 
exact points on a permanent mold in- 
stead of hundreds of hand-approxi- 
mated points. We didn't even need the 
usual handwritten manuscript for the 
lengthy N C  program. 

"You can see that the process isn't 
that difficult with the proper know-how. 
But the step that really saved us time 
and money b a s  going right from the de- 
sign equations to the actual production 
tapes using the timesharing service." 
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